Tropoelastin is a Flexible Molecule that Retains its Canonical Shape.
Tropoelastin is the dominant building block of elastic fibers, which form a major component of the extracellular matrix, providing structural support to tissues and imbuing them with elasticity and resilience. Recently, the atomistic structure of human tropoelastin is described, obtained through accelerated sampling via replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations. Here, principal component analysis is used to consider the ensemble of structures accessible to tropoelastin at body temperature (37 °C) at which tropoelastin naturally self-assembles into aggregated coacervates. These coacervates are relevant because they are an essential intermediate assembly stage, where tropoelastin molecules are then cross-linked at lysine residues and integrated into growing elastic fibers. It is found that the ensemble preserves the canonical tropoelastin structure with an extended molecular body flanked by two protruding legs, and identifies variations in specific domain positioning within this global shape. Furthermore, it is found that lysine residues show a large variation in their location on the tropoelastin molecule compared with other residues. It is hypothesized that this perturbation of the lysines increases their accessibility and enhances cross-linking. Finally, the principal component modes are extracted to describe the range of tropoelastin's conformational fluctuation to validate tropoelastin's scissor-twist motion that was predicted earlier.